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BJC WANTS TO BUY THE WELLBRIDGE FITNESS CENTER ON WOODS MILL
ROAD AND BUILD A REHAB CENTER: This is the last property on the Town and
Country south city limits on Woods Mill Road.

The closed Wellbridge fitness center at 998 Woods
Mill Rd.
Barnes-Jewish-Children’s wants to build a 78,700 sq ft complex. Part of the
building/parking lot would be on Town & Country city property, meaning BJC would
have to buy it or the T&C could be part owner.

The project will be before the Planning and Zoning Commission in May.
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HUGE CROWD AT PLANNING AND ZONING MEETING TO PROTEST MARYVILLE
UNIVERSITY’S PROPOSAL FOR 5-STORY DORM AND SPORTS/CONCERT
ARENA REPLACING WOODSMILL CENTER. You could not find a seat in the Council
Chambers and Town and Country Police Chief Jim Cavins was acting as an usher
taking people to one or two empty seats before the P&Z meeting.

Before meeting

During the meeting
The show started with a 90-minute presentation led off by the University’s President
Mark Lombardi and the Athletic Director Lonnie Folks who were both AWOL but gave
recorded speeches which sounded like the sports/concert 3,000-seat complex and dorm
for 400 were just about done deals.
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Appearing by recorded video Lombardi and Folks appeared on two screens.
AD Folks got a good round of laughs when he said “On a nice day most students will
probably walk or bike from campus to the sports complex and dorm.”
While the P&Z Chairman Ron Cima made opening remarks saying this project is not a
“done deal” and is in fact no deal as the proposal is just appearing before the city.
You would not know that looking at Maryville’s website. This is from the front page of
the University’s website:

Maryville also released project plans to the media including the Post-Dispatch and TV
stations making the impression this was all approved.
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After the recordings had finished telling everyone how the sports center and dorm would
be a great deal for the University and the City, Greg Yawtz, representing the developer
of the proposed project, Keat (Keat Properties) & Keeley then took over.

Yawtz
Yawtz claimed the 5-story dorm would be an “upper class” dorm for athletes plus
seniors and juniors. He added on the first floor there would be 8,000 square feet for
restaurants open to the public. They somewhat downplayed the 4-level parking garage.
He then said how Maryville University was the fourth fastest growing University in the
Country. We had trouble verifying this. The source listed on the Maryville website
requires you to belong and create a password at a website. The other lists we found did
not list Maryville. However, Maryville is counting “online only students” in this number.
Yawtz, like President Lombardi pressed how this project would be a great improvement
for the City of Town and Country. This was up on the screen:
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The topic of Sales Taxes was pushed several time as local sales taxes would be charge
for sporting events and concert tickets. Of course there was no mention of increase in
costs to the City for police and EMS services for 3,000 concert goers or sports fans,
plus 400+ people in the dorm.
While the developer would technically owned the property and buildings, Maryville
would have a 50-year lease on everything.
TRAFFIC: The oddest presentation was the traffic study which technically doesn’t exist.

Lee Cannon a traffic engineer spoke and started things off very oddly by saying, “we
have not completed a traffic study. We need project approval.”
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“The roads are basically full, so we will have to have improvements,” he said.
Commissioner Wil McKnight made a statement that should have made things an early
night.
“I see these requests as being incomplete,” McKnight said.

McKnight
It was then pointed out that Maryville’s first filing of papers with the City claimed the
sports/concert complex would seat 5,000. They later adjusted that downward to 3,000.
Cannon showed that either traffic lights were needed or roundabouts to ensure local
traffic could get into and out of subdivisions.
Fred Meyland-Smith then asked, “Do I see 5 roundabouts in a ½ mile?”

“Yes!” responded Cannon.
“The majority of complaints are about traffic, but your report on traffic is incomplete,”
said Commissioner Granville White.
The Maryville team then introduced Tom Stern of Gersham Properties the current owner
of Woods Mill Center.

Tom Stern
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“When it was built (1977) they had 98% occupancy. Now it is 56%. It is obsolete,” said
Stern.

The Maryville presentation took 75 minutes.
Now it was the public’s chance to comment. Each speaker was held to 3-minutes due
the number of people wanting to comment. We got a photo of everyone, but not
everyone’s name. All the speakers who turned in written copies of their copies and the
35 emails received before the meeting are posted on our website.
We wrote down a small part of most comments, the ones turned in are posted on our
website.
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Karen
“We don’t know who will own it. Maryville says its not the owner. Having concerts at the
events center will increase services by police and EMS.”

Former Town & Country Planning Director Sharon Rothmill
“Primary plans for Town and Country is to keep the COUNTRY in Town and Country.
Please follow the rule and do the right thing and turn this down.”

Former Alderman Jon Benigas, who like Rothmill and Karen
lives adjunct to the project.
“I was going to use NINE minutes to talk about all the violations of the code.”

Steve Rothman
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“There will be problems at concerts. Drinking and drugs are increasing on campus. If
you approve this you will betray the residents.”

Vickie Against project

Rodney Haines
“This is institutional arrogance by Maryville.”

Mark Whittenberg moved to a nearby T&C subdivision in 2017
“Adding 400 college students (dorm) and a 3000 seat sport-concert center, the
development is the furthest thing from COUNTRY.”

Kim
“So they are not taking up space on their campus.”
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Actually in 1982 Maryville University sold off over 100 acres of their campus and the
Maryville Office Park was built that houses some national headquarters of companies,
including Energizer and Scott Trade. So space on campus is limited. A number of years
ago they bought a Marriott Hotel next to the entrance of the campus and turned it into a
dorm.
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Julie Sawyer
“The project backs up to my garage.”

David
“It was a delusional statement on the video about students walking or biking to campus.”

Kathy Bridges
“The 4-level parking garage will look right down on my yard. Zoning requirements are to
protect residents and property.”

Tom Bridges
“Imagine a 3,000 person concert letting out at 11:30 at night.”
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Ron Baum, former Town & Country Alderman
“1100 car parking garage. This many trying to get in the garage, we will have traffic
backed up to Hwy 40. The code says 50% green space but their plans say 30%”

Laura Berryman
“We are new residents We would be facing the back end of the event center.”

Dawn Kramer
“I worked at colleges. Students at resident halls are active all night.”

Elizabeth Murphy
“All the people on the roof of the parking garage can look down at our house. I will be
looking at the windows of a dorm. But more creepy they can see into my house.”
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Andrew Murphy
“I discover what set Town and Country and others apart was the planning and zoning
regulations.”

Wendy against proposal

Colin Murphy Chesterfield subdivision off N. Woods Mill
“They did not contact the other neighborhoods.”

Kelie Hill Chesterfield subdivision off N Woods Mill
“We have been left out. Conway to Woods Mill will be the route for shuttle busses. This
proposal has not been totally transparent to the residents of Chesterfield.”
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Gordon Renard
“Who is going to police this area? Campus Police?” (Maryville does not have a campus
police force)

Gary Breneman
“I own some property north of this including condos. I’m worry about traffic and water.”

Ted Helman
“The reason all these people think this is a done deal was the advertising and news
coverage of this. Living with 400 college students is not what we bargained for when
we brought our house.”
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Robin
“We are privileged to be able to choose where we live.”

Marci Media Rep for Maryville U.
“I do not have the authority to answer any questions.”

Dr Gary Omell P&Z Commissioner
“In 1982 Maryville sold off 100 acres for an office park. I went to the president, who was
a disagreeable person, telling him to save 15 acres.”

Fred Meyland-Smith
“The city has always fought adding apartments. Dorms are basically apartments. Are
we a city who is going to allow off campus student housing? This would create a
president on allowing dorms off campus.”
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Maryville in 1872 was founded in St. Louis serving under privilege youth and woman.
In 1921 it became an all-women college run by nuns of the Sacred Heart. In the 1950s
the college bought 290 acres at its present location. They moved to the County in 1961
and in 1968 admitted men.
I was hoping this would just get voted down by the P&Z Commission since it violated a
number of zoning rules and had an adverse effect on residents and the property values
of homes. That did not happen. It was continued to the May P&Z meeting.

TOWN AND COUNTRY DOCTOR AND WIFE CONVICTED IN FEDERAL COURT ON
IMPORTING UNAPPROVED FOREIGN DRUGS You might think a Town and Country
couple would have learned their lesson back in 2010 when then paid out $820,000 as a
Federal Court settlement for filing false claims to Medicare in connection with their pain
clinics around the state.
The Feds were tipped off by former employees of Dr. Abdul Naushad and his wife
Wajiha Naushad.
According to the U.S. attorney's office, "no one at APC performed physical therapy and
APC did not even employ a physical therapist." It said the false claims were made to
obtain payment for use of a DRX-9000 machine that is deemed experimental and is not
covered or reimbursable under the health plans.

The couple lives in a nice McMasion on Conway Hill Road.
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325 Conway Hill Road
In 2019 the couple was indicted by the Feds on 21-counts of buying, using and billing
Medicare and Medicaid for a drug that is not approved for use in the United Stated.
On Wednesday April 20 the couple was convicted by a Federal Court jury of Conspiracy
and Health Care Fraud. The couple was dealing with the same drug that resulted in the
$820,000 settlement in 2010.
Back in 2015 Naushad’s 2008 Mercedes S550 was involved in a drug arrest. It was at
the site under construction near the Naushad’s new home on Conway Hill Road on the
former property of former Congressman Todd Akins’ family.
The car was occupied by three young men and a young woman. They were all smoking
marijuana. The car had Dr. Naushad’s 20-year son behind the wheel.
The four in the car were:
Aadil Naushad age 20
325 Conway Hill Rd
Town and Country, MO

Andrea Stiffelman Jonathan Brand
John Schneider
830 Watkins Dr
339 S Greentrails Dr Stablestone Ct
Clayton, MO
Chesterfield, MO
Chesterfield, MO
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Aadil Naushad and Andrea Stiffleman
There was marijuana in the car along with a water bong and an open bottle of rum. In
trunk was more baggies of marijuana and a scale that Aadil claim was for a friend in
Columbia at U of M.
Naushad was issued a citation for Possession of Marijuana. It was reduced to Littering
with a $300 fine.
Illegal drugs are apparently just part of the family.

MARCH 2022 LEGAL BILL:
First of all let’s check the Lamb lawsuit that is against Build-Work for violating city code
and causing flooding of a nearby house and the city for allowing it.
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THE ARCHIE THE DOG LEGAL SINKHOLE OF $2,156.
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Nicole Graham

Archie the Dog

We wrote about how Town and Country decided to start arresting Nicole Graham for
allowing her dog to run at large.
In March we wrote about how Nicole Graham of Long Meadow Lane would allow her
dogs to go out the back door at run at large (no fenced yard). Some dogs have been hit
by cars on I-270. Her dog Archie is one who likes to travel on and along Clayton Road
and I-270. The City decided to start arresting her since mere citations were having no
effect. That didn’t seem to be working either so the city attorney file papers on her.
Here is her record:
03/19/22
03/04/22
03/01/22
02/27/22
02/22/22
08/31/21
08/30/21
06/26/21
04/09/21
09/03/20
07/29/20
07/17/20
07/08/20
07/07/20
06/24/20

Animal at Large
Speeding 26-30 MPH over limit
Cruelty to Animals, Leash Law violation
2-cts Cruelty to Animals, Leash Law Vio
Allowing Animal at Large, Resisting Arrest
Excessive Noise $195 fine
Non-Payment $2,916 to MSD not yet paid
Moving Vio reduced to Excessive Noise $170 fine
Speeding 26-30 over limit
Animal at Large Guilty $166 fine
Animal at Large Guilty $66 fine
Animal at Law Guilty $166 fine
Animal at Large G SES probation in lieu of $300
Animal at Large G Probation in lieu of $300 fine
Animal at Large Guilty $66 fine
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Town & Country PD
Creve Coeur PD
Town & Country PD
Town & Country PD
Town & Country PD
Rock Hill PD
St. Louis Co Courts
Rock Hill PD
Rock Hill PD
Town & Country PD
Town & Country PD
Town & Country PD
Town & Country PD
Town & Country PD
Town & Country PD

01/08/20 Judgment Capital One Bank $2,761 not yet paid St. Louis Co Courts
06/22/18 Judgment $18,822 Non Pymt of Taxes MO DOR St. Louis Co Courts
04/08/16 Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $125 fine
MO Hwy Patrol
The March legal bill shows that the city’s Law Firm spent 15.4 billable hours working on
the Archie the Dog case and a permanent injunction against Graham for allowing Archie
to be at large.
In March the city’s law firm billed $2,156 on the Archie the Dog matter.
TOWN AND COUNTRY MIGHT BE LOOKING TO SAVE MONEY BUT THEY DIDN’T
SHOW IT MONDAY NIGHT: At the April 25, 2022 the Board of Aldermen could have
done two things to save some money after the Prop U tax on Internet Sales Taxes failed
and for a fourth year the city is operating on a deficit budget, but Ald. Pam Holman
thought otherwise and got the other alderpersons to go along with her and continue the
two matters.
Here were the actions:
One: To eliminate the Subdivision Beautification Grant program. During COVID little or
no grants were issued. But before that the City was spending often more than $20,000
in grants to subdivisions. The program has been around since 1997.
Two: The city will also at least temporally not accept private streets meeting city
requirements as city streets. This means the city will not add streets they have to spend
money on to maintain. Two subdivisions already have requests in for the city to take
over their streets in 2022. (Pingry Place off of Topping Road Ward-2 and The Estate at
Town and Country Crossing…the smaller homes on very small lots to the west of the
shopping center Ward-3)
Instead of voting on and passing these commonsense actions Holman moved to
continue them because Ald. Sue Allen was not at the meeting and the Board should see
what she has to say.

Allen
Allen is famous for talking on and on usually going off-point and Holman apparently
wants to hear the babble.
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The other thing is that at the time of Holman’s motion, I don’t believe Allen was an
Alderperson. Her term had expired and she wasn’t there to be sworn in. Of course
when she returns home all she has to do is stop by City Hall and have the city clerk give
her the oath of office. (She was duly elected for another term running unopposed so I

am stretching the point a large bit with a tongue in cheek.)
Still, I don’t know what one missing alderperson, who could have sent emails to be read
on her position, has to do with the rest of the Alderpersons not taking action on the City
trying to save money.

SPEAKING OF SPENDING MONEY: Here is what the Town Square cost the City in
private and utility services for April:
April Bills
04/11/22
04/11/22
04/13/22
04/03/22
04/01/22
04/07/22

Arch Engraving Tribute Tree Plaque
St. Louis Select Landscaping Town Square
Ameren UE Town Sq Electrical Service
Charter Town Sq Surveillance Camera System
Corvus Cleaning Town Square Pavilion
MO American Water Service Town Sq

APRIL $3,842.51

$ 25.00
$ 2,413.19
$ 683.76
$ 109.98
$ 500.00
$ 110.58

YTD $10,612.12

THE SWEARING AT THE MEETING: Town and Country knows how to do it. No
special guest to do the swearing in of alderpersons, no Bibles or multiply Bibles as in
the case of Merrell Hansen in Chesterfield
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City Clerk Ashley McNamara reads the election results and then has all the newly
elected person stand and raise their right hand and take the oath all at the same time.

ONE SPEAKER: The previous Wednesday it was standing room only in the council
chamber with an overflow crowd in a conference room watching the P&Z meeting and
the comments from lots of speakers on video on the Maryville University proposed
plans to tear down the Woods Mill Center (retail and office) replacing it with a 3,000 seat
sports and concert complex, a five story, 400 room dorm and a parking garage.
Five days later at the Board of Aldermen meeting there was only one person to speak
on the subject. It was former Ward-2 Alderman Ron Baum, who also appeared at the
P&Z meeting. Here are some highlights from his 4-minute remarks.

Former Alderman Ron Baum
“Maryville’s site plan has ignored zoning regulations. Zoning requires 50% green space.
They have less than 30%. It will make traffic at a complete standstill. Town and
Country gets nothing out of the plan except increase police and fire costs.”
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MORE DWI ARRESTS? The Board also approved a liquor license for the Cleaver &
Cocktail restaurant that will be located next to the Wine Bar on the west side of the
Town Square retail building. Cleaver & Cocktail is expected to open in May.
I always have to wonder why a restaurant has to include booze in its name and not just
stick with food.
On the plus side it will likely mean more DWI arrests for the Town and Country Police.

MORE CAR BREAK-INS: Reading the next section you will see where Chesterfield
had a lot of crime with house burglaries and car break-ins. But we were at the Queeny
Dog Park at 1:10pm on Wednesday when a woman discovered a window to her car had
been broken out and her purse was stolen. The Dog Park had only been open 3-days in
April due to wet grounds, but a car-clouter found a target.

The white car was the one broken into.
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John K. Low 38
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Read charging documents and press releases on our website at
https://johnhoffmann.net/john_low_012722.pdf
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Officers Kyle Tyndell and Stephen Gorczyca receive the Life Saving Award for saving
the life of a resident who had overdosed on heroin and was not breathing.

WEDNESDAY April 20, 2022
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22-1584 Stolen Vehicle: A 2014 GMC pickup was stolen from the driveway of a
residence on Carriage Hill. The vehicle had been left insecure with the keys inside. A
second insecure vehicle parked in the same driveway was rummaged through with a
purse stolen from within.

22-1585 DWI: A traffic stop on I-64 near Timberlake Manor resulted in the arrest of the
driver. A breath test resulted in a BAC of .14.
Carla K. Estrada Morales 27 Las Vegas
04/20/22 DWI, No Operators Lic, No Auto Ins
Chesterfield PD

22-1586 - Lost/Stolen Article - Summer Blossom - Subject reported he has been in
the process of moving from his Summer Blossom residence to a residence in St Louis
County. Today he realized his handgun was missing so filed a report with our
department
22-1588 - Warrant Arrest - Swingley Ridge/ Chesterfield Parkway - a traffic stop
resulted in the driver being arrested for active warrants

22-1593 - ID theft - Baxter Forest Dr - Victim was informed unknown persons filed a
tax return using her information
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22-1594 - Larceny - 100 THF (Walmart) - Subject failed to scan several items in the
Self Checkout lane

22-1598 Assault 4 – Burkhardt Place: Officers are investigating a possible assault
committed by an employee of the YMCA. Investigation is ongoing awaiting video of the
incident.
22-1600 Miscellaneous – THF Blvd: While patrolling the businesses on THF Blvd a
SUE officer received a hit via in-car ALPR for a wanted on a vehicle out of Hazelwood
for failure to yield to an officer. Per Hazelwood PD’s request the vehicle was towed
reference their investigation.
22-1601 CIT – Patchwork Fields: A subject having a mental health crisis was
transported to Mercy hospital for an evaluation.
Traffic and sector officers swung traffic for over an hour when a sold-out concert at The
Factory let out.

THURSDAY April 21, 2022
22-1604: A 2019 Dodge pickup was repossessed from a residence on White Rd.
Ellisville was investigating a possible car clouting when they had a grey Kia and a
white Explorer fail to yield. The vehicles were spotted a couple times by Chesterfield
officers as they passed through our venue. No pursuit was initiated by any jurisdiction
involved.
22-1605 – Warrant Arrest – Chesterfield Airport/ RHL – A traffic stop resulted in the
driver being arrested for an active Chesterfield Warrant
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22-1607 – Open Door – Amberleigh Hill Ct – Officers received a call for a vacant
house with the front door wide open. A check of the residence revealed no signs of
disturbance and the door was re-secured

22-1613 – Drug Arrest – Chesterfield Airport Rd/ RHL – A traffic stop resulted in the
driver being arrested for possession of Fentanyl, cocaine, marijuana, and paraphernalia
Kayla Kaltenbach 33

04/21/22 Felony Drug Poss, Marijuana Poss, Cocaine Poss
06/13/16 Escape
06/29/11 DUI, Driving While Suspended

Chesterfield PD
Bowling Green PD
Collinsville IL PD

22-1618 - Larceny – Wildhorse Creek / Tara Ln – Delayed report taken for copper
stolen from an AT&T tower
22-1615 – Attempt Suicide – 100 THF – An employee upon learning she was being
fired, threatened to kill herself. Multiple witnesses overheard these statements. She
was conveyed to Mercy Hospital for evaluation

22-1617 – Fraud – South Outer 40
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22-1620 – Sudden Death – Baxter Village Dr – Officers responded to a check the
welfare at a residence and discovered a 93 yr old male deceased of what appears to be
natural causes

22-1621 – Larceny – 100 THF (Walmart) – Subject arrested for shoplifting
Dylan Jenson 46
04/21/22 Stealing
Chesterfield PD
08/06/20 Speeding 20-25 over limit, No Auto Ins FTA Warr Old Monroe PD

22-1622 Fraud – Tealcrest Dr: The victim was contacted by phone advising there
were fraudulent purchases on her Amazon account. The victim was directed to
purchase gift cards and to send the numbers to the caller for payment to correct the
issues with her Amazon account which she did.

22-1623 Larceny – Burkhardt Place: Victim left his wallet in an unsecured locker at
the YMCA. Suspect(s) stole cash and a credit card out of his wallet. The credit card was
later used at Nike and Finish line at Premium outlet. Officers were able to identify the
suspects based on membership ID photos from the YMCA and video surveillance from
stores. YMCA suspected these suspects had been involved in previous thefts. Officers
contacted our detective bureau in reference to the other thefts. These officers along with
a detective and SEU officers responded to last known addresses of these suspects for
arrest attempts which yielded negative results. POI’s were entered on both subjects.
Investigation is ongoing.
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22-1626 DWI – E/B I-64/ Timberlake Manor: While investigating a minor injury motor
vehicle crash, a traffic officer discovered one of the drivers was intoxicated. The driver
was arrested and transported to the station for processing.
James F. Dolan 69
04/21/22 DWI
12/18/97 DWI prior offender Guilty

Chesterfield PD
Lake St. Louis PD

FRIDAY April 22, 2022

22-1629 Drugs: A traffic stop on Chesterfield Airport at Long resulted in the driver receiving a
SIL when he was found to be in possession of marijuana.
Jerion M. Smith 22
04/22/22 Possession of Marijuana
05/28/21 Possession of Drug Paraphernalia $50 fine

Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol

22-1634-115 Hilltown Village
Officers responded Daylight Donuts for a report of an intoxicated subject. Upon arrival,
Officers located the subject a short distance from the original call. The subject was
highly intoxicated and would not cooperate with Officers. The subject fought Officers,
assaulting one Officer in the process. The subject was arrested and charged with
Resisting Arrest, Assault on LEO and Peace Disturbance.
Devin M. Nelson 26 Chesterfield resident
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04/22/22
11/12/21
08/10/21
06/27/21
08/18/19
04/10/17

Resisting Arrest, Assault Police Officer, Pease Disturbance
Assault
Property Damage
2-counts Bicycle Violation
Sexual Misconduct
Possession of Marijuana Guilty $350 fine, Fail to Obey
Lawful Order $350 fine, Poss Drug Para $50 fine
02/14/17 DWI, Poss of Marji Guilty Probation Revoked 30-days jail
05/11/15 Illegal U-Turn Guilty Fine

Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
Maryland Hts PD
Bel Ridge PD
MO Hwy Patrol
St. Louis Co PD

22-1640 - Larceny Report
Victim reported that she had moved twice in the last year and now that she was able to
unpack things into her new residence, she discovered that several items were missing.
The items missing ranged from household goods, jewelry, and miscellaneous items.
The victim stated she suspected the moving companies. Case to be forwarded to the
detective bureau.
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22-1645 - Unlawful Use of a Weapon, Drug Possession
Traffic stop resulted in the arrest of the driver and his passenger for drug possession.
The driver also had a pistol in the vehicle which was seized and he was charged with
UUW. Both subjects were brought to the station and booked and then later released
pending application for warrants.
Caleb Halbrook 23
04/22/22 Weapons Vio, Drug Possession
12/20/16 2-ct Poss of Drug Paraphernalia Guilty Probation rev

Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol

Jeffrey Terry REGISTER SEX OFFENDER

04/22/22
01/26/22
09/22/21
05/05/21
01/12/21
02/08/15
02/27/15

Weapons and Drug Violations
Unregistered Vehilce Guilty $50 fine
Moving Violation reduced to Parking Violation $185 fine
Felony Property Damage
Speeding 20-25 mph over limit
Child Molestation 2nd Degree 13-yr-old girl
Moving Violation reduced to Parking Vio $287 fine

Chesterfield PD
St. Charles City PD
Creve Coeur PD
St. Louis Co PD
MO Hwy Patrol
Jefferson Co
MO Hwy Patrol

22-1648 - Drug Violation - Clayton/Baxter: An officer conducted a traffic stop. The
officer's investigation revealed the driver possessed marijuana. He was issued a
summons and released.
Tyler A. Heath 22
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04/23/22 Possession of Marijuana
Chesterfield PD
01/30/22 Speeding 26 mph or more over limit
Callaway Co SO
01/29/18 2 Moving Vios amended to 2 Parking Vios $100 fine each MO Hwy Patrol

SATURDAY APRIL 23, 2022
22-1649 - Leaving the Scene Crash - Brittania Dr: Dispatch advised a vehicle crashed
on Brittania drive and that the driver had fled on foot while the passenger remained on
the scene. Officers canvassed the area for the absconding individual with negative
results. The party that remained at the scene identified a potential suspect. Due to
some skepticism regarding the veracity of the individual's statement, the officer will
forward the case to the traffic division for further investigation.
22-1584 - Stolen Vehicle Update - The vehicle identified as stolen in this report was
involved in a multi-jurisdictional pursuit originating in Warren County. Officers and
Deputies stopped the vehicle in St. Charles and took two individuals into
custody. O'Fallon Police towed the vehicle. At the time of this report, Officers were
attempting to make arrangements to process the vehicle.
22-1653 - Child Endangerment - - An adult female was admitted to the hospital due to
illness. Her 3 children ages 16, 9, and 4 were left in the residence for multiple days with
no adult present. The children's father, who lives in Atlanta was unaware of this until
contacted by the 16 yr old today. The father then called our Department. Officers made
contact with the children and found the residence to be unkempt. A hotline call was
made to DFS and the Juvenile Detective was contacted. While Officers were still
investigating this incident, the children's mother was discharged from the hospital and
returned home

22-1657 - Larceny - 100 THF Blvd (Walmart) - A subject stole multiple items and
walked out of the store. Subject was apprehended by SEU.
Tracy Nash 48
04/23/22 Stealing
10/10/20 Stealing
11/21/17 Moving Violation reduced to Parkin Vio $250 fine
Fail to Drive in Signal Lane Guilty $100 fine
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Chesterfield PD
Bridgeton PD
MO Hwy Patrol

03/28/00 Felony Forgery SES Probation

St. Ann PD

No Report - Approximately 25-30 people showed up to a pre-organized protest of
Pfizer near their property at Chesterfield Parkway and Olive Blvd. Officers monitored
the area and there were no incidents related to this protest
22-1662 Larceny – THF Blvd: Delayed report by Target asset protection officer for
multiple thefts by the same individual. SEU officers are investigating.
SUNDAY April 24, 2022
22-1664 - Warrant Arrest - Baxter and Clarkson: An officer conducted a traffic stop
and discovered the driver had active warrants from Ballwin and other jurisdictions. The
officer arrested the suspect and conveyed him directly to Ballwin.
No Report - Tampering - Ferncreek: A citizen reported seeing a person testing car
handles on his ring camera. Multiple Officers responded to the area and conducted an
extensive canvas. The officers did not locate a perpetrator or any victims.

22-1667 - Larceny 100 THF Blvd (Walmart) - Subject walked out of Walmart without
making any attempt to pay for merchandise. Apprehended by SEU.
Christopher Earl Coleman 36
04/24/22
06/14/21
05/05/21
04/30/21
04/22/21
04/08/21
08/08/20
06/20/20
05/12/20
03/29/20
05/04/19
03/13/18

Stealing
Chesterfield PD
Stealing, Trespass, False Info to LE FTA Warrants
Warrenton PD
Fishing W/O a License Guilty 1-day jail
Mo Conservation
Unregistered Vehicle, Driving While Revoked
Wentzville PD
Driving While Revoked
Wentzville PD
Stealing FTA Warrant 3/16/22
Warrenton PD
Leaving Scene of Acc (Crash), Driving While Suspended O’Fallon PD
No Veh Ins, Unreg Vehicle FTA Warrants on all charges
Disobeyed Red Signal, No Veh Ins, Drive W/Suspended O’Fallon PD
FTA Warrants on all charges
Stealing Guilty $100 fine
O’Fallon PD
Stealing Guilty $100 fine
St. Charles City PD
Stealing 2 FTA warrants over 2 years
Bridgeton PD
Felony Damage to Jail Probation Revoked 3-yrs prison Wentzville PD
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03/12/19
11/30/17
04/17/14
03/03/11
09/10/05

Driving W/Revoked, Poss of Drug Paraphernalia
Domestic Assault Guilty SES Probation
Assault, Property Damage, Trespassing 6-mos jail
Leaving Scebe of Acc (Crash) Guilty 20-days jail
Possession of Marijuana

St. Charles Co PD
Wentzville PD
Warren Co SO
O’Fallon PD
Warren Co SO

22-1668 - Larceny 100 THF Blvd (Walmart) - Subject failed to scan items in the self
checkout lane. Was stopped by Loss Prevention, Police contacted and took custody of
the subject
Kennedy Capps 26
04/24/22 Stealing

Chesterfield PD

22- 1672 Larceny – THF Blvd: Officers responded to Walmart for a report of a female
subject under ringing several items at the checkout. The subject was arrested and
transported to the station for booking. The subject was later placed in holdover
reference possible involvement in another larceny.
JOHNSON, Dorislyn 51
04/24/22 Stealing
07/09/05 Felony Drug Poss Probationi Revoked 5-yrs prison
MONDAY April 25, 2022
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Chesterfield PD
Cape Girardeau PD

22-1677- Larceny report Clayton and Baxter- Female patron was observed stealing
power drinks from convenience store. Officers are attempting to locate a suspect.

22-1678- Assault report Clayton Rd.- Two Juveniles got into a fight at school.- SRO
handled the case.
18-4630-Prisoner Pickup- Clayton PD- A female prisoner with a Chesterfield warrant
for stealing was transported from the Clayton PD and booked.

22-1686-Terrorist Threat- N. Woodsmill Rd- A juvenile student of Parkway North
Middle School communicated via Tik Toc with a student of Parkway Central Middle
School that he planned to “shoot up” the school. Both students understood the
conversation to be a joke, but a report was generated after school administrators
became aware. Parents were notified. The report will be forwarded to the Juvenile
Detective for review.
22-1687-Fugitive Arrests- Spirit of STL / Chesterfield Airport- Three male subjects
were arrested by SEU officers during a traffic stop after they were each found to have
warrants out of other agencies. One subject was also charged with making a False
Declaration after he provided officers with a fake name.

22-1690-Fugitive Arrest- WB64 / Boones Xing - A male driver was arrested during a
traffic stop after he was found to be a Person of Interest by the Hazelwood PD for
Assault.
No report- Fail to Yield – Outlet Blvd- A gray Lexus failed to yield to SEU officers
while they investigated a theft from the Nike Store. No pursuit was initiated. A Missouri
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license plate was obtained, which returned to the Kansas City area. Nike was unable to
provide sufficient information for a report at this time.

22-1691/1692 Vehicle Collision/DWI: A 23 yo female subject was driving E/B on Wild
Horse Creek at Tara Oaks when she crossed over the centerline, went off the roadway,
struck a MODOT sign, struck a Spire Gas marker, and then a tree. The driver was
unrestrained but only sustained minor injuries and refused treatment on the
scene. Officers observed her behavior to be erratic and she admitted to taking Fentanyl
and Seroquel. She was transported to the hospital where she consented to a blood
draw. She was then admitted due to a complaint of a head injury.
Madison Ridgley 23 Chesterfield
04/25/22 DWID, Careless & Reckless Driving
06/05/20 Stealing 4/21/22 FTA Warrant issued
03/28/20 Moving Violation City of Wildwood
Driving While Revoked,
02/20/20 Stealing, Unreg Veh, No Valid Op Lic
09/13/18 Moving Vio amended to Parking Vio $141 fine
05/07/16 Moving Vio amended to Parking Vio $100 fine

Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
St. Louis Co PD
St. Louis Co PD
Vinita Park PD
Park Ranger

TUESDAY April 26, 2022 This was a high crime day

22-1694 Burglary: An unlocked vehicle parked in the driveway on Fienup Farms was
entered and a garage door opener was used to open the garage. Another vehicle
inside the garage was entered and a bag, laptop computers, and a TV were taken. The
bag and laptops were recovered nearby. An officer on the way to the call observed two
vehicles matching a description by the reporting party Eastbound on Wild Horse Creek
approaching Chesterfield Parkway driving fast and running lights to get on the
highway. No pursuit was initiated and the report will be forwarded to the Detective
Bureau.
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22-1695 Burglary: An unlocked vehicle parked in the driveway on Shetland Valley was
entered and a garage door opener was used to open the garage. Another vehicle
inside the garage with the keys inside was taken. Of note, the vehicle taken in this
incident was used as one of the getaway vehicles on the previous Burglary on Fienup
Farms. Report to be forwarded to the Detective Bureau.

22-1697- Burglary and Stealing report- Suspects entered victims garage and took
their vehicle.

22-1699- Larceny report- Westchester Manor Ln.- suspects went through vehicles left
unlocked by the victims.
22-1703- CIT report Baxter Rd.- Victim was feeling suicidal and had made note
suggesting possible suicide- Victim transported voluntarily to Mercy Hospital.

22-1705- Drug Violation -THF Blvd- SEU officers discovered drug paraphernalia
during a traffic stop, including syringes and a metal spoon. The items were seized and
the suspect was cited and released.
James R. Wiesehan 56
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04/26/22 Possession Drug Paraphernalia
06/02/13 Moving Vio amended to Parking Vio $140 fine
08/10/96 Possession Drug Paraphernalia Guilty

Chesterfield PD
Normandy PD
Oregon Co MO

22-1709-Prisoner Pickup – Ellisville PD- A prisoner with a Chesterfield traffic warrant
was transported from Ellisville and booked. He was released upon his payment of bond
with a new court date.

22-1710- Larceny- Broadmoor Dr- A resident reported his bicycle was missing from
the garage under his apartment building.

22-1712-Fraud- Rainey Lake Dr- A resident reported that her bank contacted her to
inquire about a check written on her account in the amount of $39,500. The bank was
able to stop payment after confirming fraud.
22-1713-Warrant Arrest- Lighthorse Dr- A resident with a Chesterfield warrant was
arrested after he failed to appear in court for numerous charges including DWI, Drug
Violation, and Stealing. During the arrest a glass methamphetamine pipe was found the
his pocket. He was cited, booked and released upon his payment of bond.
*Officers Todd Lantz and Ashley Saffa received awards from Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (M.A.D.D.) tonight at their annual banquet for their success in DWI
enforcement last year.
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Officer Lantz has received numerous MADD Awards in the last 8 years. Besides a
MADD award Officer Saffa has received two life saving awards in the last 3 years.

CARTOONS:
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